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– with fi berglass and polyethylene as proof. Helicopters 
were added to snowboarding in western Canada by 
Canadian Mountain Holidays (CMH) around 50 years 
ago and they have now turned heli-boarding into the most 
sought after way to get access all this pure snow. CMH 
now sport eleven lodges, and have the most mountain 
guides in the business and attracts the real connoisseurs 
of deep untouched powder snow.   

the exclusive-use lodge, with up to ten guests, presents 
an arrival by private plane from Calgary and manages 
to be the CMH’s “best kept secret”. What gives this two-
decade-old resort its appeal, before anything else, is 
the ideal terrain. lengthy steep tree runs combined with 
broad open glaciers all in the Cariboo Mountains section 
of the greater Columbia Mountains offers private groups 
the ultimate in snowboarding landscapes. of course the 
Bell 212 helicopter for private use and two guides taking 
guests to unkept, unchartered snow are what snow snobs 
are truly after. In terms of numbers the boarding elevation 
is 1000m – 3150m and the resort has a generous 498 
runs. 

Heading out to the slopes takes some practice, with the 
serious threat of avalanches in such virgin territory. Guides 
take snowboarders through a series of checks and safety 
drills before the adventures begin. Kitted out with radios, 
a special avalanche-lung that could save your life and a 
tight backpack fi lled with emergency goodies all strapped 
to the snow gear is part of the fun. as the giant helicopter, 

Of cOUrSe The Bell 212 
helicOPTer fOr PriVaTe USe anD 
TWO GUiDeS TaKinG GUeSTS TO 
UnKePT, UncharTereD SnOW 
are WhaT SnOW SnOBS are 
TrUlY afTer. 

steel no less, heads down towards guests huddling in the 
snow spray takes away any breath, almost immediately. 

once the helicopter is packed with the group it gently 
lifts up and heads skywards to fi nd the most remote parts 
of the mountains where it can do its scheduled drop off. 
Perching on a slight snowy heap the helicopter drops 
boarders, with their gear and big smiles, and leaves them 
to discover this white bliss that now unfolds before them. 
Some call it nirvana at this point as the slopes convex 
and concave all around, with sound travelling both faster 
and slower simultaneously in all this whiteness. the skies 
touch the slopes up here at this kind of elevation and the 
crispness of the air kisses and caresses playfully. When 
the sun decides to come out it is sky fi ts heaven and when 
it comes to cruising down slope - it’s all about a sense of 
freedom. 

Coming out of the cold and thawing in the hot tub and 
sauna is an essential part of this escapade. the lodge 
itself, with post-and-beam aesthetic, has elegant guest 
rooms that include private baths and balconies to take in 
more of the views. after a day of snowboarding a yoga 
class, in all styles, is recommended, however it is the spa 
with massages in-room or in-spa that brings the most relief 
for overworked bodies. 

Part of the beauty of snowboarding at a resort like 
valemount is that after a day out in the snow, indulging in 
these icy slopes, eating comes as a complete reprieve. 
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according to CMH the chefs choose the remote 
mountains of western Canada as “they have total creative 
freedom here” and can create international dishes and 
add fl avours as they please. In a new way of luxury, a so-
called family style dining, paired with any wine you can 
conjure up, is something that the resorts love. after a day 
of exercise dessert is one of the big features, naturally. 

CMH also have recently unveiled their latest refurbished 
lodge - north of Canada’s Banff, called Gothics. this 
lodge is a more casual style mountain lodge redesigned 
by Portland-based design fi rm, Skylab Architecture, for 
serious snow junkies. Besides for the communal style 
eating hall, overstocked wine cellar, games and yoga 
areas and comfortable low slung lounging with a 
fi replace they also offer a private helicopter and private 
experience. the lodge, with all its bells and whistles, is 
for boarders seeking the ultimate in freedom on the slopes 
according to CMH – “ranging from steep and deep to 
open alpine runs, tree boarding and glacier terrain”. 

Whether you’re interested in an exclusive use lodge or 
doing a more amicable friends-making trip these two 
lodges offer a good selection of both. the most important 
part of the trip, the helicopter, is what gets eager boarders 
to the deep white sea powder and it’s clear why the 
inventors of heli-boarding came to set up shop here, far 
away from anything and anyone.  From this vantage 
point the world is always created fresh and new. 

For more information, and booking your journey, visit 
www.canadianmountainholidays.com. To get there rom 
Johannesburg/Cape Town, fl y via London to Vancouver 
on Virgin Atlantic, from there a short hop to Calgary 
where CMH will transfer guests to the lodge. Book on 
www.virgin-atlantic.com. 

Once The helicOPTer iS PacKeD 
WiTh The GrOUP iT GenTlY lifTS 

UP anD heaDS SKYWarDS TO 
finD The MOST reMOTe ParTS Of 

The MOUnTainS


